PL-TOSP, the Novel Entry Point in Transforaminal Endoscopic Spine Surgery: Radiological Analysis with Prospective Surgical Evaluation and Review of Literature of Various Skin Entry Points
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Abstract

Purpose  Aim of this study was to analyze variation in angulation of trajectories of various skin entry points in transforaminal endoscopic spine surgery with change in the physical parameters, namely, weight, abdominal girth, and body mass index and to validate our hypothesis that posterolateral (PL)-tip of spinous process (TOSP) entry has minimal variation in the angle of trajectory as compared with currently available skin entry points. The study included an analysis of the functional outcomes of these patients who underwent transforaminal endoscopy using the novel PL-TOSP technique, assessing improvements in pain and disability.

Overview  Entry point in transforaminal endoscopic lumbar discectomy (TELD) was taken as a rough distance of 10 to 12 cm from midline as proposed by Kambin whereas Yeung and Tsou advised entry point as distance between the center of the disc space and the posterior skin line measured on lateral. But entry points cannot be static as they tend to change according to changes in physical parameters.

Materials and Methods  This study comprises of radiological analysis and a prospective evaluation of these patients operated on using the PL-TOSP entry point. Radiological analytic study was performed on 50 symptomatic preoperative patients who underwent transforaminal endoscopy using the novel PL-TOSP entry point. A lumbar spine magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) field of vision (MRI-FOV) was performed for the patients including the abdominal perimeter. Weight, height, and abdominal girth of the patients were noted prior to MRI. Angulation of trajectory made by four standard entry points used in TELD, namely, 45°–45° PL, dorsal of facet joint, and our proposed entry point PL-TOSP (which is a midpoint between PL and TOSP entry), were calculated using MRI-FOV at L4S and L5S1 level. For the functional outcome analysis of these 50 patients, preoperative Visual Analogue Score (VAS) for lower limb pain and Oswestry Disability Index (ODI) were recorded. Postoperative VAS and ODI scores were reassessed at 2, 6, and 12 weeks. Statistical analysis was conducted to evaluate the
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way that it should not enter the peritoneal sac and damage trajectory is aimed to target herniated fragments in such a entry point by measuring the distance from midline. Needle computerized tomography scan were used to determine skin

Preoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and com-

plaintments in instrumentations of
depends upon physical parameters. PL-TOSP entry point has the least variation with change in physical parameters as compared with other entry points. The range of angle for PL-TOSP entry was 21 to 29 degrees. In our study, there was improvement in postoperative VAS and ODI scoring systems which was statistically significant (p-value < 0.05). This suggests reliability of our proposed entry point with consistent postoperative improvement.

Conclusion The novel PL-TOSP entry point for transformaminal endoscopy demonstrates superior stability in trajectory angle despite variations in physical parameters, and is associated with significant improvements in functional outcomes and pain reduction for patients with lower limb radiculopathy. Angulation of PL-TOSP trajectory with horizontal also corresponds to current generation of endoscopes (25 or 30 degrees).

Introduction

Transformaminal endoscopic spine surgery provides safe passage through neural foramen to reach most of the lumbar disc pathologies without damaging the nerve roots and facet. This safe posterolateral (PL) corridor between exiting and the traversing nerve root over the dorsolateral disc was first described by Kambin and Savitz. This approach protects the neural structures and dura, thus preventing chronic nerve edema, epidural bleeding, and scarring.

Over the period after discovery of Kambin’s triangle several innovative modifications in instrumentations of transformaminal endoscopy have taken place, thus adding to the efficacy of this approach. Technical modifications helped surgeons to better target each type of herniation and stenosis with precise needle trajectory and cannula positioning directed at the site of targeted decompression.

Outcome of transformaminal endoscopy depends upon sufficient surgical decompression of the targeted nerve root. Thorough clinical examination is equally important to diagnose symptomatic nerve root. When it comes to surgical decompression of nerve root, surgeons should be able to reach compressive pathology with great precision. Optimized skin entry point selection, needle trajectory, and docking of the needle on the superior articular process (SAP) or annulus during outside-in or inside-out technique, respectively, help achieve the same.

There are various described skin entry points in transformaminal endoscopic lumbar discectomy (TELD) (Fig. 1). Preoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computerized tomography scan were used to determine skin entry point by measuring the distance from midline. Needle trajectory is aimed to target herniated fragments in such a way that it should not enter the peritoneal sac and damage the facet. All described skin entry points have their own set of advantages and disadvantages. PL and 45–45 entry points give steeper trajectories which do not provide direct access to epidural space. Thus, for the sake of complete nerve root decompression a significant amount of bony as well as ligamentary resection is required. With increase in weight and body mass index (BMI), PL entry gives progressively steeper trajectory. Far lateral endoscopic approaches including dorsum of facet joint (DFJ) and tip of spinous process (TOSP) entry have direct visualization of protruded disc and epidural space. But at the same time there is increased risk of visceral and peritoneal rupture which is even more for upper lumbar levels. With increase in weight and BMI, far lateral approaches become even more horizontal. Thus, it adds to the learning difficulty of transformaminal endoscopic spine surgery as patients’ physical profile keeps changing.

It is the need of the hour to reduce this learning curve for beginners and improve accuracy. We need to have a unique entry point which has advantages of PL and far lateral entry points. At the same time, it should curtail down the disadvantages of both approaches. In addition to that it should provide a consistent trajectory to reach epidural space in spite of change in weight and BMI. This will be beneficial for all budding endoscopic spine surgeons to have a convenient and predictable learning curve in TELD.

We postulate that the PL-TOSP entry point proposed by us has the least variation in angular trajectory with changes in physical parameters such as weight and abdominal girth. This study aimed to analyze the variation in angulation of trajectories for various skin entry points in transformaminal endoscopic spine surgery, considering physical parameters including weight, abdominal girth, and BMI.

Materials and Methods

 Patients and Study Design

This observational prospective study involves the radiological analysis and a prospective evaluation of the patients operated on using the PL-TOSP entry point. Institutional review board approval was obtained.

Inclusion criteria: All patients with lower limb radiculopathy who underwent MRI lumbar spine (LS) with field of vision

Results Angle of trajectory with the horizontal for all five entry points varies with physical parameters. PL-TOSP entry point has the least variation with change in physical parameters as compared with other entry points. The range of angle for PL-TOSP entry was 21 to 29 degrees. In our study, there was improvement in postoperative VAS and ODI scoring systems which was statistically significant (p-value < 0.05). This suggests reliability of our proposed entry point with consistent postoperative improvement.

Conclusion The novel PL-TOSP entry point for transformaminal endoscopy demonstrates superior stability in trajectory angle despite variations in physical parameters, and is associated with significant improvements in functional outcomes and pain reduction for patients with lower limb radiculopathy. Angulation of PL-TOSP trajectory with horizontal also corresponds to current generation of endoscopes (25 or 30 degrees).
(FOV) showing abdominal perimeter, MRI showing disc herniation or stenosis, and X-Ray showing less than grade 1 listhesis without instability were included in our study.

**Exclusion criteria:** Patients with more than grade 1 spondylolisthesis, infection, tumors, and deformity and MRI with inadequate FOV were excluded.

(1) **Radiological analysis:**

All the patients underwent measurements of height, weight, and abdominal girth prior to MRI. BMI was calculated in all patients. Radiological analysis was done as follows. MRI LS was done using SIEMENS Magnetom Spectra 3T machine. Medsynapse picture archiving and communication system was used to analyze MRI. MRI-FOV including abdominal perimeter was taken in axial T2-weighted images for measurements of angle of various skin entry point trajectories. Multiplanar reconstruction mode was used and sagittal and axial FOV image of lumbosacral spine was synchronized. Measurements were done for the last two motion segments irrespective of any transitional vertebra. MRI-FOV axial section at the level of lower discal margin of the motion segment was marked (∗ Fig. 2A). Yeung endoscopic spine

---

**Fig. 1** Intraoperative steps for marking various skin entry points. (A) Vertical midline marking on anteroposterior view. (B) Marking horizontal line at the level of disc on anteroposterior view. (C) Showing marking of posterolateral (PL) entry by measuring the distance between dorsal surface of patient’s back (white arrow) and anterior vertebral border (black arrow). (D) Showing marking of 45–45 entry by measuring the distance between dorsal surface of patient’s back (white arrow) and middle of the disc (black arrow). The distance marked on the metal rod is then used to mark the entry point (PL and 45–45) distance from vertical midline. (E) Showing marking of dorsal aspect of facet joint line (DFJ) on lateral fluoroscopic view. (F) Showing marking of tip of spinous process (TOSP) on lateral fluoroscopic view.

---

**Fig. 2** (A) Field of vision (FOV) MRI Lumbar spine showing abdominal perimeter. (B) Schematic diagram showing measurements of various skin entry points for transfemoral access on T2-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) axial cut. (C) Discal intersection point (DIP): The intersection point between posterior vertebral line and medial pedicular line at lower discal margin. (D) Schematic FOV showing all five entry points.
system (YESS) geometrical technique of drawing PL and 45–45 entry points was used for marking entry point over FOV. We marked DFJ and TOSP entry points as per Ruttenet al in every patient. We always measure our 5th entry point as midway between PL and TOSP (Fig. 1E and F) as per Patgaonkar et al (Fig. 2B). Discal intersection point (DIP) is the intersection point between posterior vertebral line and medial pedicular line at lower discal margin (Fig. 2C). Trajectory line was drawn between the DIP and the respective skin entry point (Fig. 2D). Measurement of angle of trajectory with horizontal line was measured for all entry points.

**Surgical Steps**

1. All surgeries were performed under monitored anesthesia care (MAC) in a prone position on a radiolucent table using horizontal bolsters with good padding around the knee and ankle.
2. PL and 45–45 entry points were marked using the YESS technique. Using lateral fluoroscopic view of lumbosacral spine, TOSP, and DFJ entry point were marked on skin. We marked our proposed entry point PL-TOSP as midpoint of PL and TOSP (Fig. 2B).
3. We used PL-TOSP entry in all cases for performing TELD.
4. An 18-G 20-cm needle was inserted in Kambin’s triangle under fluoroscopic guidance till it entered the annulus near the targeted decompression site. We utilized inside-out and outside-in techniques of TELD. We used Maxmoore GmbH sequential reamer for the outside-in technique.
5. A guidewire is placed once needle placement is confirmed on anteroposterior and lateral fluoroscopy. Dilator and outer sheath are inserted with due care to avoid injuring the nerve root. Patients’ intraoperative feedback of leg pain, numbness, or ankle dorsiflexion weakness and active toe movement while inserting the dilator and outer sheath is recorded.
6. We used a 30-degree 18-cm shaft of 3.75 working channel endoscope in all cases.
7. Endpoint of endoscopic decompression was confirmed based on fluttering of epidural fat from the tip of SAP to the middle of the caudal pedicle, visualized decompression of traversing nerve root, and patients’ pain relief.

**Postoperative evaluation:**
Prospective analysis of these patients was performed. Study was conducted with compliance to principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. All patients were treated using transforaminal endoscopic lumbar decompression under MAC using PL-TOSP entry point. For the functional outcome analysis, preoperative Visual Analogue Score (VAS) for lower limb pain and Oswestry Disability Index (ODI) were recorded for all patients. Postoperative VAS and ODI scores were reassessed at 2, 6, and 12 weeks. Statistical analysis was performed to evaluate the significance of changes in VAS scores and ODI from preoperative to postoperative assessments.

**Statistical Analysis**

Statistical analysis was performed by SPSS 23.0 version. Continuous variables were described as mean and variation of each observation from the mean value (standard deviation [SD]) represented as mean ± SD (analyzed using independent t-test) or median and interquartile range if they failed to follow a normal distribution (analyzed using Mann-Whitney U test). Correlation for continuous variables was done using Pearson’s correlation test whereas correlation for categorical variables was done using Spearman’s correlation test. Paired continuous data not following normal distribution was analyzed using Wilcoxon signed rank test. Categorical variables were described by taking percentages and were analyzed using chi-square test. Variables with p-value < 0.05 were considered as statistically significant.

**Results**

A total of 50 patients were included in the study. The study population included 28 males and 22 females. The mean age of patients was 39.5 ± 3.54 years.

1. **Radiological analysis:**
   Mean height and weight was 159.2 ± 23.33 cm and 71.6 ± 9.33 kg, respectively, whereas mean BMI and abdominal girth was 29.1 ± 4.73 and 91.5 ± 0.71 cm, respectively. Average angles for 45–45, PL, PL-TOSP, TOSP, and DFJ entry point were 45.2 ± 1.03, 37.1 ± 2.4, 26.5 ± 2.58, 15.5 ± 1.56, and 6.9 ± 0.55, respectively. Range of angles for 45–45, PL, PL-TOSP, TOSP, and DFJ entry points was 36.5 to 56, 27 to 46.9, 21 to 29.7, 9 to 27, and 4.9 to 10, respectively. Average distances from midline for 45–45, PL, PL-TOSP, TOSP, and DFJ entry points were 8.4 ± 0.28, 10.28 ± 0.49, 13.45 ± 0.57, 16.63 ± 0.64, and 18.95 ± 0.57, respectively. Range of distance from the midline for 45–45, PL, PL-TOSP, TOSP, and DFJ entry points was 6.3 to 12.7, 7.6 to 14.8, 8.6 to 17.7, 8.7 to 22.6, and 11.6 to 24, respectively. Our study shows that an angle of trajectory with the horizontal for 45–45, PL, TOSP, and DFJ entry points has significant correlation with physical parameters with p-value < 0.05 whereas PL-TOSP entry has no statistically significant correlation with physical parameters. It means that the angle of trajectory with horizontal for PL-TOSP entry point does not change with patients’ physical profile and it provides a fix range of angulation.

2. **Prospective evaluation:**
   The VAS showed a significant improvement from a preoperative median value of 8 to postoperative values of 3 at 2 weeks, 2 at 6 weeks, and 0 at 12 weeks (p < 0.001). Additionally, the ODI scores demonstrated a statistically significant enhancement from the preoperative period to 2, 6, and 12 weeks postoperatively (p < 0.001) (Table 1). Postoperative dysesthesia was observed in one patient.

**Discussion**

Minimally invasive spine surgery has evolved over the years with several variations in approaching LS. Hijikata described
PL nucleotomy for lumbar disc herniations in 1975. Based on the description of safe working zone between exiting and traversing nerve root by Kambin, the first endoscopic discectomy was performed in 1988. In the era of minimally invasive spine surgery, TELD has become a standard procedure. Transforaminal endoscopy provides access to the intervertebral disc space through the Kambin’s triangle between traversing and exiting nerve root without damaging the posterior bony or ligamentous structures. Generally, lumbar disc herniations are commonly found in lower lumbar disc levels.

Central and paracentral herniations and lateral recess stenosis are the most common indications for transforaminal endoscopic spine surgery. Transforaminal endoscopy generally has two approaches — intraforaminal intradiscal and intraforaminal extradiscal. The former is better accessed through PL entries like 45 and PL, whereas the latter is better accessed through far lateral entry points like DFJ and TOSP. Entry point for TELD has always been a point of debate. Kambin et al has given a rough distance of 10 to 12 cm from midline as the entry point and the angle of trajectory around 35 to 45 degrees. But entry points cannot be static as they tend to change according to changes in physical parameters and thus it affects the trajectory of the transforaminal approach. Thus, a fix distance from the midline may have trajectory with different angles in different individuals.

Yeung and Tsou described radiology-based entry point as distance between the center of the disc space to the posterior skin line measured on lateral fluoroscopy. The same length is measured perpendicular from the midline to get the entry point. The access angle of Yeung’s technique by 45–45 entry point has been considered to be between 25 and 30 degrees to the frontal plane. Ruetten et al described the inferior most limitation of entry point to be the dorsum of inferior articular process seen on lateral fluoroscopy. Extreme lateral approach described by Ruetten et al is considered to provide a trajectory of 10 degrees. In our study, we found that range of angles for 45–45, PL, PL-TOSP, TOSP, and DFJ entry points was 36.5 to 56, 27 to 46.9, 21 to 29.7, 9 to 27, and 4.9 to 10 degrees, respectively. Average angle for 45–45, PL, PL-TOSP, TOSP, and DFJ entry point was 45.2 ± 1.03, 37.1 ± 2.4, 26.5 ± 2.58, 15.5 ± 1.56, and 6.9 ± 0.55, respectively. Hence, we found significant variation in 45–45 entry point with increasing abdominal girth. With change in physical parameters 45–45 and PL entries becomes more steeper whereas DFJ and TOSP get more shallower. Our proposed entry point PL-TOSP has the least variation in the angle of trajectory with variation in physical parameters. It also provides an average trajectory of 26 degrees which is also consistent with the current generations of endoscopes with optics of 25 to 30 degrees.

Advantage of far lateral entry points like TOSP and DFJ is that central and paracentral disc herniations can be better accessed with optimum visualization. Hence, these entry points are advised for direct visualization of ventral epidural space. On the contrary, chances of exiting nerve root injury are high. In case of PL entry points like PL and 45–45, trajectory is dorsal to dorsolumbar fascia and peritoneum thus avoids damage to the visceral structures. Similarly, these entry points avoid damage to the exiting nerve root.

### Table 1 Statistical analysis of the functional outcome

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VAS/ODI</th>
<th>Interval 1</th>
<th>Interval 2</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preop (N = 50)</td>
<td>2 wk (N = 50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAS</td>
<td>8 (7–8)</td>
<td>3 (2–4)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODI</td>
<td>24.5 (20–30)</td>
<td>10 (6–12)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAS</td>
<td>8 (7–8)</td>
<td>2 (1–2)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODI</td>
<td>24.5 (20–30)</td>
<td>4 (3–5)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAS</td>
<td>8 (7–8)</td>
<td>0 (0–1)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODI</td>
<td>24.5 (20–30)</td>
<td>1 (1–2)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAS</td>
<td>2 wk (N = 50)</td>
<td>6 wk (N = 50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODI</td>
<td>2 wk (N = 50)</td>
<td>12 wk (N = 50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAS</td>
<td>3 (2–4)</td>
<td>2 (1–2)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODI</td>
<td>10 (6–12)</td>
<td>4 (3–5)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAS</td>
<td>3 (2–4)</td>
<td>0 (0–1)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODI</td>
<td>10 (6–12)</td>
<td>1 (1–2)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAS</td>
<td>6 wk (N = 50)</td>
<td>12 wk (N = 50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODI</td>
<td>6 wk (N = 50)</td>
<td>12 wk (N = 50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAS</td>
<td>2 (1–2)</td>
<td>0 (0–1)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODI</td>
<td>4 (3–5)</td>
<td>1 (1–2)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ODI, Oswestry Disability Index; VAS, Visual Analogue Score.
by being more vertical in trajectory. On the contrary, it does not provide sufficient access to the ventral epidural space which may lead to insufficient decompression in translaminar and sequestered herniations and more foraminotomy and annulotomy are required to reach the offending pathology.

Large and sequestered herniation in narrow foramen in the lower lumbar disc levels demands the need of more lateral approach but at the same time there is a risk of damaging internal organs because of more horizontal trajectory. Ideal endoscopic approach should impart minimum damage to the nonpathological anatomical structures but at the same time provide maximum visualization of pathology. For transforaminal endoscopic access entry point optimization is of utmost importance to reach the concerned pathology without damaging the nerve root, retroperitoneal space, or normal bony ligamentous anatomy.

PL-TOSP entry point provides a consistent middle path between PL and far lateral entry point trajectories having advantages of both minimizing risk and limitations of both the extreme approaches, thus with this novel entry point we are retaining advantages of both PL and TOSP entry points, minimizing the complications. The findings support the superior stability of the PL-TOSP entry point and its association with significant improvements in functional outcomes and pain reduction for patients with lower lumbar radiculopathy. This indicates that the PL-TOSP entry point is an effective and reliable technique for achieving better clinical results in lower lumbar endoscopic spine surgery. We encountered one complication in the form of dysesthesia. None of our patient had deterioration in neurology, discitis, dural tear, or bowel injury.

Beveled-shaped wide angle working channel endoscope and working sleeve provide direct visualization and access to the epidural space, annulus, and subannular intradiscal content just by maneuvering the endoscope in the line of trajectory. But to get optimum visualization, the trajectory should match the endoscope’s angle of optics. Current generation transforaminal endoscopes are available in the range of 25- to 30-degree optics. Trajectory provided by the PL-TOSP entry corresponds to this current generation of endoscope on a consistent basis (p-value < 0.549).24

Patgaonkar et al3 has suggested a formula to calculate PL-TOSP entry point from the midline based on physical parameters of weight and abdominal girth at the level of umbilicus.

Our study demonstrates significant improvements in functional outcomes and pain reduction in patients with lower limb radiculopathy who underwent transforaminal endoscopy using the novel PL-TOSP entry point. In our study, the VAS demonstrated a significant reduction from a preoperative median value of 8 to postoperative values of 3 at 2 weeks, 2 at 6 weeks, and 0 at 12 weeks (p < 0.001). Similarly, the ODI scores showed statistically significant improvements from the preoperative period to 2, 6, and 12 weeks postoperatively (p < 0.001). These findings are consistent with those of Knight et al, who reported substantial long-term improvements in VAS and ODI scores following transforaminal endoscopic lumbar decompression and foraminoplasty, with a majority of patients experiencing “excellent” or “good clinical impact” outcomes over a 10-year follow-up period.25 Additionally, our results align with the study of Nair et al, who observed significant reductions in VAS and ODI scores in a rural Indian cohort undergoing transforaminal endoscopic discectomy, highlighting the procedure’s effectiveness in diverse patient populations.26 Furthermore, Wang et al reported better functional outcomes and pain relief with percutaneous endoscopic transforaminal discectomy compared with microdiscectomy, further supporting the efficacy of endoscopic approaches in spinal surgeries.27

**Conclusion**

The novel PL-TOSP entry point in transforaminal endoscopic spine surgery provides a consistent and predictable trajectory with an average angle of 26 degrees, yielding excellent functional outcomes. It is compatible with current generation working channel endoscopes equipped with 25- to 30-degree optics. Further clinical studies are necessary to validate the efficacy of the PL-TOSP entry in transforaminal endoscopic spine procedures.
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